weather
Still not as bad as in Britain

*
Saturday

Rain. Sun. Clouds. Wind.

It’s not like you are going to stay inside.

By the way, Roger says: kick-ass hard

*

Toms Daily
still free

saturday 1 may ‘10

Good Morning Sunshine people!
The day started pretty tense with a high
contested game Freespeed – Broc Ultimate
on field 4. Broc managed to stay closely behind the Freespeed army. Lot’s of opportunities to take over the game, but Freespeed
finished it with a callahan. Meanwhile Feldrenner was beaten by Cota Rica Grandes
with 7-12 on field 7, with both teams aiming for the finals a significant score.
As we predicted, sun came out at noon.
In second division, Freezzzbeezzz beat
Joker, despite of two spectacular drops by
our homeboy Stekker. On field 4 Gentle
Boobie Traps showed some real girlpower against Primavera Olandese, but could
not make it happen. On field 8 Cota Rica
Grandes kicked some serious ass against
Red Lights. The Reds never managed to
get over the 3-0 they got hooked up with
after a 15 minutes of gameplay. Lots of
long passes going nowhere or getting intercepted by high-jumping italians. When
Red Lights scored with a beautifull upside
they looked eager for a comeback, but it
never happened. With 13 – 7 endscore Red
Lights were a bit disappointing for a team
that is aiming for the finals. At the same
time Slijpschijven, re-enforced by Freezzzbeezzz’ Matthijs Kimpe, gave Fever some-
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thing to think about by beating them
with 14-4.
In the afternoon, Belgium’s finest ladies didn’t really have an answer for
the eastern European powerplay of Hot
Beaches. Miss B lost the game with
11-7, and it must have put their feet back
on the ground after their big 13-1 victory against Lillipuc. On field 2, Gentle
and Copenhagen Spinners were playing
their second game in group C. After a
tense and close start of the game, Spinners seemed to get the better hand when
taking a 3 point lead. But then Gentle
showed some real fighting spirit. With
some hard D and easy O, they took the
game back to 8-8. On 9-9 and time over,
Spinners had the offense but lost it on
the second throw by a great diving D
of Mario, close to Spinners end zone.
Gentle remained calm and with a nice
break pass from Jelle, they scored to
win this great game. After that Guayota
– CUSB La Fotta was another exciting
game on field 3. La Fotta has won TT 3
years in a row now and, they are back
this year and surely wanting to go for
it once more. Guayota showed some
spectacular ultimate, with nice technical gameplay, but didn’t make it against
the high powered boys of CUSB La
Fotta.

At field 11 Diabolic Heaven played Living
Colors. Both Teams had lots of difficulties
with the wind, which can be really strong at
field 11 and 12 resulting in a lot of turnovers
and a sloppy game. CUSB La Fotta beat Jetset at field 10. Jetset came in strong, and
soon had a 2-0 headstart thanks to two long
passes from Joren (borrowed from Slijpschijven). But then La Fotta made 6 points
in a row, resulting in 6-2. Because of a tight
mothefucker of a cup defence, Jetset never
came back. Nice game, although the numerous calls were a bit bad for the spirit.
So at the end of the day, winners of the
pools in first division aren’t completely sure
yet, with a few pool games still to play tommorow. In second division, as a nice sur-

prise Schijnwerpers won all their games in
Group G, making them first. First of Group
H is Sun with a bit more scored points than
Disterics, who became second. Team Shark
won Group I pretty easy, with the only close
game being the one against Freezzzbeezzz,
which makes one ask why they changed
from first to second division. In Group J uncontested winner is Eul’chtimate.
In the ladies division Copenhagen kicked
some serious ass and came in first in group
M. Hot Beaches didn’t dissapoint and won
all their games in Group N, where they
became first. Tequila Boom Boom walked
over Group O, including Primavera Olandese. In Group P Yaka did the same.
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Late again? Don’t blame us

8h-10h: Breakfast
9.30h-19h: Ultimate Time
22h: Party @ comma

P a r t y h a r d y
As usual we have a badass party tonight. It wasn’t easy for us
this year however, and in fact at one moment it even looked like
we won’t have a party at all. The club we booked, Entrenous is
the newest partyplace in Bruges. But because of some trouble
they have with starting up, their opening has moved to next
week. (we are seriously going to kick their asses for that)
That’s why we had to find a new place last minute. The party
is at JH Comma and NOT at Entrenous, despite
of what our website says!
JH Comma is next to the Entrepot, where we used to organise
the party. Because of the late change, we were not able to
organise a shuttle bus, but it’s only a 20 minute walk, so you
sportsmen/women shouldn’t have trouble with that. You can
take the bus to the party which is bus 6 or 10 to the station,
and then bus 14 to the Entrepot. To come back you can call taxi
snell 05036349 or take a sobering walk home.
Anyway, be shure to get your asses over there, because we’ve
invited our trusted dj Smirnov again. Who will get your bodies
moving on everything danceable from untill 2 a.m. After that,
Choclit Deejays will drop the newest electro-bombs to turn the
dancefloor into a total mayhem.
We just want to make a call that you really aren’t allowed to
smoke (anything) in JH Comma. It’s a youth house, so smoking
is strictly forbidden. And they helped us out so we really owe
them something.

Nice face-catch by Red Lights
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Empty page

You can draw here

Gentle
*

Feel the rhytm, feel the rhyme, come on now, it’s gentle time

The boys of Gentle won this
years Belgium Ultimate Outdoor
Championship, which makes them
the belgian champ’s, kicking
Mooncatchers who won last year.
One of their players -Bommie- was
available for a little interview.

Is there a specific team you really
want to play?

Gentle won the Buoc this year,
a good start for the new season.
What are your aims for TT?

Well, we’ve trained our partymoves the
week after BUOC, so our team will be
tight. Friday we will take it easy, but saturday it’s “lossgehen!”

Bommie: We aren’t aiming for a specific
ranking, winning the BUOC was our first
goal for this year. Tom’s Tourney has a
higher level than the BUOC, we want to
show what we’re worth, and play some
high level frisbee. If we lose in honor
against a stronger team, it’s not a really
big deal.

Tell us something about your
team.
Bommie: Gentle is a really nice team, we
know and respect each other well, so
there’s not much t
ension in the team.
We’re really cool even if a game isn’t turning out so good. Today we took five new
players with us, so we had to search a bit
to get in the game. We lost against Ultimate Vibration and we could have won
that game. Gentle can play better than
the ultimate we showed today.

Not really, we just want to play high level ultimate.

And what with the party?

You also have a blog, tell us something about it.
Bommie: It’s called Gethorizontal, which
is my personal metaphore, it means you
always have to give everything you have.
If you could have dived for a disc, but did
not, you will always have a bad feeling.
It’s a blog about Belgian frisbee, there
were a lot of forums and mailing lists in
Belgium, but not a central point for ultimate lovers, that what I try to provide.
Thanks
www.gethorizontal.be
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